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commander of the fortress reported the case to the Grand
Duke Nicholas who commanded the whole Petrograd Mili-
tary District, including Kronstadt. The Grand Duke at
once ordered the German captain to be arrested, the wire-
less apparatus to be seized, and the ship forbidden to leave
the harbor. As Germany and Russia were still at peace, this
arbitrary action led Pourtales to make a vigorous protest
to Neratov at the Foreign Office. As a result, the Tsar, the
same day, sent an autograph letter to the Grand Duke
ordering him to set the captain free and not detain the ship,
and expressing condemnation of the measures taken against
the ship of a friendly state. Sazonov also telephoned in a
friendly way, and apologized for the Grand Duke's action.
Pourtales then said that he considered the incident closed,
and would say nothing of it to the Government at Berlin.85
5. The secret orders for the "Period Preparatory to
War."
Though the decision for contingent partial mobilization
may have been regarded by Sazonov and the Tsar seriously,
as a satisfactory military measure in case of need, it was
by no means so regarded by the militarists and the General
Staff. Besides the technical and political difficulties and
the total lack of perfected plans, what would Russia's ally
think of such a measure? In the negotiations for the
Franco-Russian alliance in 1892, General Obruchev, the
Russian Chief of Staff at the time, had energetically denied
the possibility of a partial mobilization against Austria;
Russia must and would order general mobilization, even in
case of a war with Austria alone.84 And General Vannovski,
the Minister of War, had likewise declared to General
 83	There is therefore nothing about* it in the Kauteky Documents,
but the details are given by Dobrorolski, and by Pourtales, Am Scheideweg,
p. 34.
 84	"En ce qui concerne la Russie, il lui est absolument impossible,
en cas de guerre avec TAutriche, de faire une mobilisation partielle.   II
leur faut faire et ils feront une mobilisation generate;" Aug. 10, 1892;
Livre Jaune: UAlliance Franco-Russe, p. 68.

